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Later Christian Hebraists
By STEPHEN G. BURNETT, Lincoln, NE
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MA: Harvard UP 1984); E. KAUTZSCH,johannes Buxtorf der Altere (Basel: C. Detloff 1879); F. LA-
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traveler, and an antiquary rediscover the Samaritans in Seventeenth Century Paris, Rome, and
Aix:Jean Morin, Pietro della Valle and N.-C. Fabri de Peiresc", in: Die Praktiken der Gelehrsam-
keit in der Friihen Neuzeit (ed. H. Zedelmaier / M. Mulsow; Tubingen: Niemeyer 2001) 123-46; F.
MUHLAU,"Albert Schultens und seine Bedeutung fur die hebraische Sprachwissenschaft", Zeit-
schrifi fiir die gesammte lutherische Theologie und Kirche 31 (1870) 1-21;]. NAT, De Studie van de
Oostersche Talen in Nederland in de 18e en de 1ge Eeuw (Purmerend:]. Muusses 1929); PH. DERo-
BERT,"La naissance des Etudes Samaritaines en Europe aux XVIe et XVIIe siecles", in: Etudes sa-
maritaines Pentateuque et Targum exegese et philologie, chroniques (communications presentees ala
table ronde internationale: "Les manuscrits samaritains. Problemes et methodes", Paris 1985; ed.
].-P. Rothschild / G. D. Sixdenier; Louvain: Peeters 1988) 15-26; B.]. ROBERTS,The Old Testa-
ment Text and Versions. The Hebrew Text in Transmission and the History of the Ancient Versions
(Cardiff: University of Wales Press 1951); D. B. RUDERMAN,jewish Enlightenment in an English
Key: Anglo-jewry's Construction of Modem jewish Thought (Princeton / Oxford: Princeton UP
2000); B. E. SCHWARZBACH,"Les editions de la Bible hebraique au xvie siecle et la creation du texte
massoretique", in: La Bible imprimeedans l'Europe modeme (ed. B. E. Schwarzbach; Paris: BNF
1999) 16-67; E. Tov, The Text-Critical Use of the Septuagint in Biblical Research (2nd rev. edn.;
Jerusalem: Simor 1997); idem, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible (2nd rev. edn.; Minneapolis:
Fortress / Assen: Van Gorcum 2001); P. T. VANROODEN,Theology, Biblical Scholarship and Rabbi-
nical Studies in the Seventeenth Century: Constantijn L 'Empereur (1591-1648) Professor of Hebrew
and Theology at Leiden (Studies in the History of Leiden University 6; Leiden: Brill 1989); F. P.
VANSTAM,The Controversy over the Theology of Saumur, 1635-1650. Disrupting Debates among the
Huguenots in Complicated Circumstances (Studies of the Institute Pierre Bayle, Nijmegen, 19; Am-
sterdam: APA-Holland UP 1988); TH. WILLI,"Hebraica veritas in Basel. Christliche Hebraistik
aus jiidischen Quellen", in: Congress Volume Basel 2001 (ed. A. Lemaire; VTSup 92; Leiden: Brill
2002) 375-97.
Christian Hebrew scholarship as an academic discipline was born during the
sixteenth century. The founding of chairs of Hebrew language at European
universities, the emergence of Hebrew presses to supply the needs of Christian
customers, the willingness of some Jewish experts to instruct Christian pupils,
and above all the humanist motivation for a return to the sources of the Chris-
tian faith together made Hebrew education possible for greater numbers of
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Christian scholars than ever before. 1 The majority of these scholars had only a
smattering of Hebrew, and those such as Conrad Pellican, and Paul Fagius
who could read and understand the Targums and medieval Jewish Bible com-
mentaries were relatively rare. The second edition of the Biblia rabbinica of
Bomberg, Mikra~ot gedolot (1524-25), contained enough texts and aids to
more than meet the needs of most Christian Hebraists, and parts of it such as
the Masorah remained a closed book to them.
Over the next two centuries, several remarkable Hebraists developed the
conceptual tools to evaluate the received Hebrew Bible text both as a docu-
ment with a transmission history and a text whose language could also be eval-
uated in light of other Semitic languages. The two Buxtorfs, father and son,
provided the intellectual foundation for these developments by producing
scholarly aids in the form of grammars and dictionaries of Hebrew of far high-
er quality than had been available previously, and above all by publishing a
Latin language manual to introduce Christian students to the intricacies of the
Masorah. Thanks to his exposure to Arabic, Louis Cappel could conceive of a
Semitic language that did not require vowel points to be read and understood.
By the end of his career Cappel provided trenchant arguments demonstrating
that the paratextual elements of the masoretic text (including its vocalization)
could not have been written by the original biblical authors, and therefore only
the consonantal text was canonical. Albert Schultens, also a student of Arabic,
revolutionized the practice of comparing Hebrew with other Semitic languages
by proposing that Hebrew and Arabic were "twin sister" languages, both des-
cendents of the primordial language. By the end of the eighteenth century,
Benjamin Kennicott and Giovanni de Rossi would explore the Hebrew Bible
manuscript tradition through Europe-wide surveys of biblical manuscripts and
by publishing summaries of textual variations present in over a thousand
manuscripts and printed Hebrew Bibles. These philological breakthroughs
when taken together resulted in the birth of both textual criticism and com-
parative philology as sub disciplines of biblical studies.
1. The Buxtorfs of Basel
Johannes Buxtorf the Elder (1564-1629) and his equally talented son Johannes
Buxtorf the Younger (1599-1664) dominated Hebrew scholarship in their own
times and throughout the seventeenth century. Their influence upon biblical
scholarship would continue for centuries after their death. EMIL KAUTZSCH,
during his inaugural lecture as professor of Old Testament at the University of
Basel, praised a number of Buxtorf's works and recommended them to his
hearers since he himself used them in his own scholarship.?
According to one scholarly witticism the two Buxtorfs were as much alike as
two eggs, and they indeed shared many of the same responsibilities and per-
1 Burnett, Christian Hebrew Printing in the Sixteenth Century (2000) 13-42.
2 Kautzsch, Johannes Buxtorf der Altere (1879) 7-9.
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spectives.:' Both were professors of Hebrew at the University of Basel, holding
the chair in succession from 1591-1664, both were firmly convinced of the va-
lue of Jewish biblical scholarship for Christian concerns, and both were in-
volved in scholarly controversies with Louis Cappel over the transmission and
integrity of the Hebrew Bible text. The elder Buxtorf wrote works related to
Hebrew studies in four different areas: grammars, lexicons and manuals for
students and experts, works devoted to the Hebrew Bible text, a bibliography
of Jewish books, and books on Jews and Judaism. Apart from his Talmudic
lexicon, Buxtorf's grammatical and lexical works can best be characterized as
incremental improvements over their predecessors, and because of their ob-
vious quality they were frequently reprinted." Significantly, Buxtorf the Elder
did not know Arabic and never made a serious effort to learn it, but focused
all of his attention on the resources of Jewish scholarship for understanding
obscure linguistic features of the Hebrew Bible text. 5
The elder Buxtorf's works relating to the biblical text itself were fundamen-
tal contributions to biblical scholarship since no Christian scholar before him
was so concerned with the work of the Masoretes, especially the vocalization
of the biblical text, "paratextual elements" and the masoretic apparatus." As a
companion volume to the Biblia rabbinica Buxtorf published Tiberias (1620),
the first comprehensive guide to the masoretic apparatus ever written for a
non-Jewish audience. Buxtorf devoted the first part of the book to an histori-
cal account of the composition of the Masorah, together with a refutation of
Elias Levita's post-talmudic dating of the vowel points and Masorah in his
Masoret ha-Masoret (1538). He provided the generally accepted argument for
the position that the vowel points dated from the biblical age, no later than the
"Great Synagogue" of Ezra, Nehemiah and their fellow contemporary pro-
phets. Buxtorfbased his position largely upon evidence drawn from Jewish tra-
dition, including arguments advanced by Jacob ben Hayyim in his introduc-
tion to the rabbinical Bible (1524-25) and by Azariah de Rossi in Me-'or En-
ayim / The Light of the Eyes/ He was especially impressed with the witness of
the kabbalistic literature to the antiquity of the vowel points, not knowing that
both Bahir and the Zohar dated from the period after the Masoretes. By af-
firming the prophetic origin of the pointed text Buxtorf argued that the vowel
points were a part of the canonical biblical text, thus protecting the clarity of
biblical revelation. The remainder of the book was a Latin guide to the Masor-
ah, its parts (parva, marginalis, magna), its abbreviations, Qere-Ketib, and so
on." Buxtorf's Tiberias was an indispensable guidebook for the technical study
and evaluation of not only printed Bibles, but also of biblical manuscripts. Iro-
nically, the book also provided Louis Cappel with the information and insights
that were essential for his refutation first of the antiquity of the vowel points in
3 Non ovum ovo similius, quam Buxtorfius pater etfilius, ibid. 18, n.3.
4 Kautzsch, ibid.
5 Burnett, Christian Hebraism (1996) 127.
6 Tov, Textual Criticism (2001) 23,49-67.
7 Ben Hayyim, Introduction to the Rabbinical Bible (1867); Azariah de Rossi, The Light of the
Eyes (2001)699-709.
8 Burnett, Christian Hebraism (1996) 216-28.
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Arcanum punctationis revelatum (1624) and later for his book on textual criti-
cism Critica sacra (1650).
The younger Buxtorf had already established himself as a Hebraist of note,
even before the death of his father. He published his first book, a lexicon of
Syriac, in 1622. By the late 1620's the younger Buxtorf was working closely
with his father, preparing several of his books for reprinting. When the elder
Buxtorf died in 1629, the younger Buxtorf took upon himself the responsibility
of completing his father's unfinished works, first his Bible concordance (1632)
and then ultimately his Lexicon chaldaicum talmudicum et rabbinicum (1639-
40). The last of these works is justly the elder Buxtorf's most celebrated book.
Apart from honoring his father's memory and legacy, Buxtorf the Younger
made his own mark in Hebrew studies. He translated both Maimonides' The
Guide of the Perplexed (1629), and Judah Halevi's Kuzari (1660) from medie-
val Hebrew translations into Latin. He also made extensive use of Jewish bibli-
cal commentaries in his teaching and in the disputations he conducted, espe-
cially those of Isaac Abarb anel. 9 Buxtorf the Younger is best remembered,
however, as the upholder of his father's position on the age of the vowel points
and the overall integrity of the Hebrew text in his decade long scholarly battle
with Louis Cappel.
2. Louis Cappel and the Birth of Textual Criticism
Perhaps the most important new insight into the biblical text gained by Chris-
tian Hebraists in the seventeenth century, was that the Hebrew Bible text had
a transmission history and that it was subject to the same kinds of textual cor-
ruption as secular texts. Some Hebraists also came to believe that the Hebrew
language itself had experienced change over time and had to be analyzed by
comparison with other Semitic languages in order to be understood properly.
Both of these insights grew out of the work of Joseph Scaliger and Thomas Er-
penius, professors at the University of Leiden in the early seventeenth cen-
tury.l'' Their insights would be refined further by other scholars who either
taught or studied in Leiden, Paris and at Oxford over the course of the next
century. In these three places biblical and Semitic language scholarship
reached what PETERMILLERhas termed a "critical mass of erudition", compris-
ing scholars who were well versed in "oriental" languages, well-stocked li-
braries, and specialized printing facilities, all of which were supported finan-
cially by well-disposed patrons.r ' Louis Cappel, who studied Arabic and He-
brew at both Oxford and Leiden, was one of the first Christian Hebraists to
apply these new philological and textual approaches to biblical studies.
Cappel was one of the central figures in early modem biblical scholarship,
yet he has still not been the subject of a scholarly biography. He is best known
9 On Abarbanel see E. LAWEEin Chap. 8 of the present volume.
10 Brugman. Arabic Scholarship (1975) 203-15.
11 Miller, Making the Paris Polyglot Bible (2001) 85.
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for two books, already mentioned, Arcanum punctationis revelatum (1624),
which was published at the very beginning of his career, and Critica sacra
(1650), published less than a decade before his death. Cappel wrote Arcanum
(which he published anonymously) to be a direct refutation of Buxtorf's posi-
tion on the age of the vowel points. As Levita had done a century earlier, 12
Cappel adduced arguments both from history and philology to support his
point of view. He pointed out that Jews had always used unvocalized texts in
synagogue worship and that the vowel points themselves were never mentioned
in Jewish literature before the Talmud. His principal arguments against the
antiquity of the vowel points, however, were philological ones. He believed
that many passages in the Septuagint could only be explained if the translators
had used an unvocalized Hebrew text as their Vorlage. Cappel argued that the
testimony of the versions, the Church Fathers, and the Targums could not be
left out of consideration when studying the history of the biblical text. Yet he
did not believe that the Hebrew Bible text had become less authoritative as a
result of his findings. By employing what LAPLANCHEcalled the "principle of
totality", considering the individual words of Scripture in their context, Cap-
pel argued that almost any biblical text could be understood. 13
The book caused an immediate stir within scholarly circles throughout Eur-
ope. Buxtorf apparently planned to write his refutation but died before he
could do SO.14 The "battle over the vowel points", however, would not break
out in earnest until more than a decade later.
Cappel did not acknowledge publicly that he had written Arcanum until
1643, but by this time he was involved in a far more serious conflict with Bux-
torf the Younger over his book Critica sacra.The latter book was the fruit of
thirty-six years of labor in which Cappel sought to resolve discrepancies within
the received Hebrew Bible text itself. He analyzed textual variations not only
between the Hebrew Bible and the ancient translations (as well as the Samari-
tan Pentateuch), but also internal biblical quotations, whether of the Hebrew
Bible quoting itself (such as Jeremiah 52, quoting 2 Kings 25) or in New Testa-
ment quotations of the Old. Cappel concluded from textual variations in inter-
nal biblical quotations that such differences in wording did not prevent both
forms of the text from being sacred scripture. He concluded that the state of
preservation of the Hebrew Bible text was adequate for purposes of theology.
An absolutely pristine text would have required that God preserve it through a
succession of miracles, something he clearly did not do. 1s
The bulk of Critica sacra was devoted to the study of specific kinds of tex-
tual corruption, including those attested to within the masoretic apparatus it-
self (such as Qere-Ketib), and those adduced through comparison with the
versions. Cappel's categories of textual transmission errors were often identical
12 Masoretha-Masoreth (1538/1968) 121-31.
13 Cappel, Arcanum punctationis revelatum (1624) 289. See also Laplanche, L':Ecriture (1986)
234.
14 Feingold, Oriental Studies (1997) 457; Burnett, Christian Hebraism (1996) 237.
15 Cappel, Critica sacra (1650) 51.
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to those that contemporary scholars observe. When comparing the Hebrew
and Septuagint texts Cappel considered the possibility of differences in word
division, additions to the text, haplography and dittography, and misreadings
or metathesis of individual consonants.l" He was also prepared to offer con-
jectural emendations of the biblical text when he felt that other possibilities
had been tried. 17 In the final chapter of the book Cappel noted that after he
had come to his conclusions about textual criticism of the Hebrew Bible, he
read Henri Estienne's Castigationes in Marci Tullii Ciceronis locos quampluri-
mos (1557). He was astonished by how closely his discussion of biblical trans-
mission errors paralleled errors found in manuscripts of Cicero. 18
Critica sacracaused a storm of scholarly controversy even before its publica-
tion. Cappel sought a publisher for his work for over a decade, because there
were few Hebrew printers anywhere in Europe who had enough type, learned
personnel and experience with so large and complicated a book, and because
his findings were theologically controversial. 19 Buxtorf the Younger responded
to Cappel's views in Dissertatio de literarum Hebraea genuina antiquitate
(1643), Tractatus de punctorum (1648), and finally Anticritica (1653).20 Cap-
pel's Critica Sacra was ultimately published only with help from Jean Morin
and Marin Mersenne, who were well-connected Catholic scholars. Morin him-
self edited the work slightly to bring Cappel's conclusions more closely in line
with his own.
Cappel's conclusions in Critica Sacra were accepted by some of his scholarly contemporaries,
but the book faced stiff theological opposition, particularly from Protestant scholars. Many Re-
formed theologians held Cappel's scholarship suspect, in part because he and several of his collea-
gues at Saumur had been involved in controversies throughout the 1640s with Dutch and Swiss
theologians over a number of other theological issues. In England, by contrast, Cappel's conclu-
sions were accepted by many scholars, including Brian Walton, editor of the London Polyglot.i '
Lutheran theologians and Hebraists by and large supported Buxtorfs position. Catholic scholars
too were divided, some such as Valerin de Flavigny supporting the Buxtorfs.v' while Morin vigor-
ously backed Cappel. It would be another hundred years before Cappel's conclusions would be
widely accepted among Protestant scholars, and even then they would continue to stir controversy,
as the reception of Kennicott's work illustrates.
GOSHEN-GorrsTEIN asserted that Cappel's greatest achievement as a textual
critic was his use of systematic textual comparisons, juxtaposing the Hebrew
text and the versions and then reconstructing "retroverted" readings. He ar-
gued that the other great breakthrough in the textual study of the Hebrew Bi-
ble during the early modem period came when Albert Schultens proposed a ra-
/6Tov, The Text-Critical Use of the Septuagint (1997) 117, 127, 132-34; see also Laplanche,
L'Ecriture (1986) 231.
17 Cappel, Critica Sacra(1650) 424f.
18 Cf. Laplanche, L'Ecriture (1986) 242.
19 Buxtorf the Elder faced much the technical same problem when he sought a printer for his
Hebrew Bible concordance; s~e Burnett, Christian Hebraism (1996) 196f. On Cappel's theological
difficulties, see Laplanche, L'Ecriture (1986) 224-27.
20 Van Starn, The Controversy over the Theology of Saumur, 1635-1650 (1988) 259f.
21 Miller, The "Antiquarianization" of Biblical Scholarship (2001) 476. ,
22 Professor of Hebrew at the College Royal (1640-47). Laplanche, L'Ecriture (1986) 874,
n.123.
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tionale for analyzing biblical Hebrew by comparing it with other Semitic lan-
guages, and by providing rules for such systematic comparisons.r '
3. Albert Schultens and Comparative Semitic Philology
Albert Schultens (1686-1750) has sometimes been called the father of com-
parative Semitic philology.f" He was born in Groningen, and studied at Gro-
ningen (1700), Leiden (1706), and Utrecht (1707).25 While he was still a stu-
dent at Groningen he published Dissertatio theologico-philologica de utilitate
linguae Arabicae in interpretanda sacralingua (1706), a disputation whose thesis
would establish his reputation as an iconoclast and Hebraist of the first order.
In this work Schultens provided 35 instances of "dark places" (fifteen of them
from the book of Job alone) where the interpreter could profitably compare
the Hebrew wording with Arabic cognates.i"
Schultens' argument for the practical value of using cognate Semitic languages to shed light on
obscure biblical Hebrew words and expressions had long been well accepted within the Protestant
world. In his inaugural lecture as Professor of Arabic at Leiden in 1621, Thomas Erpenius stated
that "[Hebrew] is susceptible of so much illumination from Arabic, both with regard to expression
and to figures of speech, and the meaning, origin and etymology of words as to deserve a book in
itself".27 By the mid-seventeenth century a number of important reference works had been pub-
lished, including Erpenius' Grammatica Arabica (1613), Jacob Golius' Lexicon Arabico-Latinum
(1653), and Edmund Castell's Lexicon heptaglotton (1669), which simplified the work of compari-
son.28 Schultens himself named Castell, Louis de Dieu, Edward Pocock, and Johann Heinrich
Hottinger among others as his predecessors in using Semitic languages to illuminate the features of
biblical Hebrew. 29
The controversial part of Schultens' disputation was his theoretical discussion
of the linguistic relationship between Hebrew and other Semitic languages. He
argued that classical Arabic, Aramaic, Syriac, and Ethiopic were daughter lan-
guages of Hebrew, even "dialects". They were as closely related to Hebrew as
Aeolic, Ionic and Attic Greek were to each other. The basis of his assertion is
perhaps best described as a "pseudo-historicist construction". 30 Of the descen-
dents of Eber, Abraham passed pure Hebrew on to his descendents, and Jerah
son of Joktan did the same to the tribes of South Arabia (Gen 10:21-29). Ish-
mael, son of Abraham, was father of the tribes of northern Arabia, and thus
the tribes of northern and southern Arabia were in a position to know and to
preserve true Hebrew. 3 1
23 Goshen-Gottstein, The Textual Criticism of the Old Testament (1983) 373-78.
24 On Schultens's career, see Nat, De Studie van de Oostersche Talen (1929) 37-68, Flick, Die
arabischen Studien (1955) 105-07, and Hamilton, Arabic Studies (1986) CVII-CVII!.
25 Miihlau, Albert Schultens und seine Bedeutung flir die hebr. Sprachwissenschaft (1870) 2 f.
26 Schultens, Dissertatio theologico-philologica, in: Opera minora (1769) 489-510.
27 Thomas Erpenius (1584-1624) on the Value of the Arabic Language (1986) 20.
28 Hamilton, Arabic Studies (1986) CI-CIV.
29 Schultens, Dissertatio theologico-philologica (1769) 490, 493.
30 Goshen-Gottstein, Textual Criticism (1983) 378; see also Flick, Die arabischen Studien
(1955) lOS£'
31 Schultens, Dissertatio theologico-philologica (1769) 492.
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In providing this 'historical' rationale for comparative Semitic philology,
Schultens was reacting consciously to the anti-philological views of Jacques
Gousset, whose massive Commentarii linguae Ebraicae (1702) Schultens had
recently read. Gousset wished to retreat completely from historical or philolo-
gical study of the Hebrew Bible. He argued that the analogy of faith was ade-
quate for resolving obscure passages in the Bible, without recourse to either
Arabic or Syriac. He wrote in the introduction to the Commentarii:
I doubt that God has arranged matters so that we have to learn so many languages in order that
we, and his people may understand him. After all, she [the Hebrew language] is the mother of
those languages. She takes neither words nor sounds from them, nor learned to speak from
them. It is the source, and therefore it flows with purer waters. For this reason I rarely refer to
them and not as a favor to the Hebrew language, but to them, that I might shed light upon them
through Hebrew. 32
Schultens would later mockingly compare Gousset's position to that of Johann
Forster, a sixteenth century Lutheran scholar who rejected the use of Jewish
Hebrew scholarship in favor of using New Testament Greek to explicate bibli-
cal Hebrew. 33
By 1729, Schultens had modified his position on the relationship between
the Semitic languages, asserting that Hebrew and Arabic were actually "twin
sisters" linguistically, both descended from a now lost mother Semitic lan-
guage. He went on to argue that Arabic actually retained more of this original
language than did biblical Hebrew because the tribes of South Arabia were far
more geographically isolated and did not experience national destruction and
exile as the Israelites had. 34 Both versions of his thesis, however, stressed the
close relationship between Arabic and Hebrew (whether mother-daughter or
sister-sister) and Jerah son of Joktan as the link between the two. Schultens'
linkage of the family descent of biblical personalities and linguistic relation-
ships suggests that for all his radicalism, he like Cappel remained fairly con-
servative in his theological outlook. Biblical history, like biblical dogma,
guided his philological and exegetical thinking.
Schultens began his teaching career as a professor of Hebrew at the University of Franeker. He
was called to Leiden in 1729, and ultimately held two professorships there, Oriental Languages
and Old Testament Antiquities, until his death in 1750. While teaching at Leiden, he published ex-
tensively in the fields of comparative Semitic philology, both theoretical and practical, biblical
commentary, and Arabic studies. For Schultens, the three fields were mutually interrelated.
32 Nee crediderim Deum ut a populo suo nobisque intelligeretur, onerare nos tot Linguis discendis
voluisse. Denique ilia (sc. lingua Hebraea) mater est istarum, nee ab iis verba vocesque desumpsit, aut
fari didicit. Fons est, et purioribus proinde aquis ./luit. Hinc evenit ut illas raro attingam, idque non in
Linguae Ebraicae gratiam, sed ipsarum, ut ipsasper eam illustrem, quoted by Nat, Studien (1929) 34.
On Gousset, see DBF 7, 824.
33 Schultens, Vetus et regia via Hebrai'zandi (1738; I consulted the Miinchen: Bayerische SB ex-
em~lar) 9. On Forster, see Friedman, The Most Ancient Testimony (1983) 170.
4 Linguae Arabicae, praecelsae illius Arboris, Originem antiquisstmam, intimam ac sororiam cum
Hebraea Lingua consanguintatem, nullaque temporum injuria prae./loratampuritatem, qua idem illud
generosum, vegetum antiquum, adhucdum spirat, quod ortus primigenius, ac quodammodo Paradisiacus,
ei inspiraoit, penitentissimisque ejus radicibus inseminavit, Schultens, Oratio de linguae Arabicae
antiquissima origine (1729) 5. On the long preservation of pure "Hebrew" among the Arabs, see
ibid. 22-28. Cf. Nat, Studien (1929) 47.
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In two series of disputations, Origines Hebraeae sive Hebraeae linguae anti-
quissima natura et indoles ex Arabiae penetralibus revocata I-II (1724-38) and
his book Vetus et regia via Hebraizandi (1738), Schultens provided an exten-
sive discussion of his reasons for linking Hebrew and Arabic so closely, as well
as a critique of those, such as Jacques Gousset, who favored a "metaphysical"
approach to Hebrew as opposed to his "historical" and philological method.
Schultens also published his own grammar of biblical Hebrew Institutiones ad
fundamenta linguae Hebraea (1737), and De Defectibus hodiernis linguae Heb-
raeae (1731). He further wrote two massive commentaries on the books of Job
(1737) and Proverbs (1748) in which he made extensive use of Arabic to eluci-
date obscure Hebrew expressions. Finally, Schultens contributed to the field
of Arabic language. He reprinted Erpenius' Arabic grammar with an extensive
appendix on the relationship between Hebrew and Arabic roots, and he pub-
lished a number of Arabic texts, notably in Monumenta vetustiora Arabiae
(1740).35
Schultens' linguistic scholarship did not go unchallenged either in the Netherlands or elsewhere.
Antonius Driessen, a theologian who taught in Groningen, publicly questioned Schultens's use of
Arabic to explain Hebrew grammar in Dissertatio de veris causis et auxiliis interpretandi linguam
hebraeam biblicam and in Considerationes ad novam versionem libri lobi. Taco Hajo van den Hon-
ert, a Leiden theologian, defended the conventional position that Hebrew was older than Arabic in
De lingua primaeva. For his part Schultens contemptuously accused them of "Hebrew biblical fana-
ticism", and he devoted portions of Vetus et regia via Hebrai'zandi (1739) to refuting their worksr'"
But it was Schultens' Arabic scholarship that would provoke the most searching criticism of his
life's work.
Johann Jacob Reiske (1716-74) was a one-time student of Schultens who objected to his old
teacher's co-opting of Arabic language and literature to serve theological interests. When Schultens
reprinted Erpenius' Arabic grammar and his Proverbs commentary, both in 1748, Reiske re-
sponded with two harsh reviews in the journal Nova acta eruditorum (1748 and 1749).37 He was
especially critical of Schultens' misuse of etymologies. Schultens, for his part, published two long
(140 and 131 page) pamphlets in the form of letters to the editor, in order to rebut Reiske's criti-
cismsr" Schultens' reputation had been based upon his work on the relationship between Arabic
and Hebrew, and Reiske's criticism had attacked the very essence of his scholarly contribution.
Schultens' insight that Hebrew and the other Semitic languages are histori-
cally related, and even that they are siblings in the same linguistic family, was
a fundamental contribution to scholarship. GOSHEN-GorrsTEIN argued that
Schultens provided, albeit on tenuous historical grounds, a framework that ul-
timately made modem textual criticism possible since it allowed for both com-
parative philological analysis and also retroversion of the Hebrew text used by
translators of the versions.r'" Schultens' scholarship has been harshly criticized
by Arabic specialists such as FDcK. Yet many of his insights and suggestions,
whether acknowledged or not, have found their way into biblical commen-
taries. While Schultens has been derided as a "hyperarabist", scholars continue
35 Nat, Studien (1929) 49, and Flick, Die arabischen Studien (1955) 106, n.275.
36 Nat, ibid. 53; Miihlau, Schultens (1870) 11.
37 Flick, Die arabischen Studien (1955) 118.
38 Ibid. 117f; Nat, Studien (1929) 62 f.
39 Goshen-Gottstein, Textual Criticism (1983) 377 f.
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to pursue his goal to make principled use of the Arabic language to illuminate
Hebrew words, phrases, and expressions.l?
4. Benjamin Kennicott and Giovanni de Rossi
and the Search for the True Hebrew Bible Text
Before 1600, Christian Hebraists devoted little attention to manuscripts of the
Hebrew Bible. The editors of the Complutensian Polyglot Bible (1514-17) had
consulted seven biblical manuscripts when preparing the text for publication,
but few Hebraists would follow their example until the editing of the Paris
Polyglot over a century later;" A number of practical and theoretical barriers
discouraged scholars from consulting biblical manuscripts directly. First,
Christian scholars had access to a fairly limited selection of manuscripts. Jo-
hann Reuchlin owned a manuscript codex of the entire Hebrew Bible, but in
this as in so many other ways he was exceptional. Some noble and ecclesiastical
libraries, such as the Palatine Library in Heidelberg and the Protestant minis-
ter's library in Erfurt, held biblical (or Masorah) manuscripts, and a few
sought to acquire new manuscripts. In the early decades of the seventeenth
century Achille Harlay de Saucy, the French ambassador to the Ottoman em-
pire, assembled an enormously important manuscript collection, including a
copy of the Samaritan Pentateuch, which he donated to the Paris library of
the Oratorian order in 1628.42 Second, if some libraries owned biblical manu-
scripts, most Hebraists did not know where the best collections were located.
The pioneers of Hebrew bibliography, including Johann Buxtorf the Elder
and the Younger, Bishop Jean Plantavit de la Pause, and Johann Heinrich
Hottinger, were more interested in listing printed Jewish books and Hebrew
Bibles in their works rather than manuscripts of any kind. 4 3 A third barrier to
the study of biblical manuscripts was the lack of a Latin language guide to the
features of the biblical text. Buxtorf's Tiberias (1620) more than met this need,
but it and later works published by the younger Buxtorf may have had the ef-
fect of discouraging the use of biblical manuscripts. The Buxtorfs argued that
it made no difference whether scholars used printed Bibles or biblical manu-
scripts, since the ancient copies are the same as the modem ones, both pre-
served through the Masora. In Anticritica (1653), the younger Buxtorf went so
far as to argue, as paraphrased by Kennicott, that where the "versions differ
from the present Hebrew, the cause must be either that they translated peri-
phrastically or improperly at first, or that their Versions have been since cor-
rupted: since there are no traces in any MS, not the least mention, memory or
40 Kaltner, The Use of Arabic in Biblical Hebrew Lexicography (1996) 5.
41 Kahle, The Cairo Geniza (19§9) 125.
42 De Robert, La naissance des Etudes Samaritaines en Europe (1988) 23f.
43 Brisman, A History and Guide to Jewish Bibliography (1977) 3-8. On Buxtorf, see Burnett,
Christian Hebraism (1996) 157-67.
remainder of such variations in the Hebrew copies, as are expressed in those
ancient versions". 44
The text-critical labors of Jean Morin and Louis Cappel were crucially im-
portant for spurring scholars to seek out and use Hebrew biblical manuscripts
in order to "restore" and "purify" the Hebrew Bible text. In a rather delicate
balancing act, Morin argued as early as 1628, that while the masoretic Hebrew
Bible text contained many corrupt readings, the versions and the Samaritan
Pentateuch bore witness to a purer pre-masoretic Hebrew Bible text. By intro-
ducing the Samaritan Pentateuch into the debate over the reliability of the ma-
soretic text, Morin not only demonstrated that not all Hebrew biblical texts
agreed with each other, but also that in places the Samaritan Pentateuch
agreed with the Septuagint against the masoretic text. The Septuagint and
other early translations were therefore worthy of greater respect as textual wit-
nesses.T For Kennicott and de Rossi, two of the intellectual heirs of Morin
and Cappel, the search for the true Hebrew Bible text would use masoretic
manuscripts, but would focus upon identifying the consonantal text.
The text-critical work of Benjamin Kennicott and Giovanni de Rossi repre-
sented an important new approach in the study of the Hebrew Bible text. Ken-
nicott organized both the first census of hundreds of biblical manuscripts and
a systematic collation of variant readings found within them. De Rossi built
upon Kennicott's foundation, collating still more manuscripts and publishing
his findings in a somewhat different format. Both scholars were far more ambi-
tious than any of their predecessors, whether in the field of bibliography or
the use of biblical manuscripts to emend or comment upon the masoretic He-
brew Bible text.
The pioneering bibliographical work of Johann Christoph Wolf played an important part in
fostering the work of Kennicott, de Rossi and modem masoretic studies. Wolf was professor of
Oriental languages and literature at the Hamburg gymnasium, and is best known for his four vo-
lume BibliothecaHebraea (1715-43). His bibliography contained 2.231 author entries and a further
784 entries for books written anonymously. In addition to the previously published bibliographies
of the Buxtorfs, Bartolocci and Shabbetai Bass, Wolf made extensive use of the Oppenheimer col-
lection, then kept in Hannover. Unlike his predecessors, however, he set out to write a bibliogra-
phy of Hebraica rather than Judaica, and included not only Hebrew books written by Christians,
but an extensive discussion of biblical manuscripts in Hebrew. He provided a census of manuscripts
and their locations, mentioning not only manuscripts held in German libraries such as Codex Reuch-
linianus and the three Erfurt Codices, but also those found in Florence, Paris, in the Bodleian
Library, and in other major libraries.I'' Wolf described 36 dated biblical manuscripts and a further
175 undated manuscripts, including several Torah scrolls from Amsterdam synagogues. He also
described thirteen manuscripts of the Samaritan Pentateuch.V His survey of biblical manuscripts
was unprecedented in scope, identifying 224 biblical manuscripts, but it was far from comprehen-
sive. His achievement would soon be eclipsed by the impressive work of Benjamin Kennicott.
Among Christian biblical scholars, only a few of Kennicott's predecessors
consulted biblical manuscripts when editing biblical texts for publication. Ri-
44 Summarized by Kennicott, The State of the Printed Hebrew Considered (1753) 281 f. Cf.
Buxtorf, Anticritica (1653) 70-73, 90, passim.
45 Miller, A Philologist, a traveler, and an antiquary rediscover the Samaritans (2001) 125f,
137; and idem, Making the Paris Polyglot (2001) 76.
46 Wolf, BibliothecaHebraea I-IV (1715-33), II, 293-321.
47 Ibid. 425.
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chard Simon planned to edit a polyglot Bible and his Histoire critique contains
a good deal of theoretical reflection on nature of the masoretic text and its
transmission history. In Chaps. 21-22 he even provided guidance on identify-
ing the best masoretic manuscripts for use in text-critical study.l" The Bible
editions of Johann Heinrich Michaelis (1668-1738) and Charles-Francois
Houbigant (1686-1783) serve to illustrate the revolutionary character of Ken-
nicott's project. Michaelis edited a new printing of the Hebrew Bible in 1720,
which was ultimately based upon the Ben Hayyim text, using nineteen printed
Bibles and five manuscripts from the Erfurt ministerial library.I" Houbigant's
edition was in its own way more ambitious than Michaelis had been. In his
Biblia critica cum notis criticis (1743-54), he printed the unvocalized text of
van der Hooght's 1705 edition of the Hebrew Bible, together with a critical
apparatus with notes drawn from twelve masoretic Hebrew manuscripts and
one Samaritan Pentateuch manuscript. Most of the manuscripts he consulted
were in the Oratorian library collection and a further three were from the Roy-
al Library in Paris. Houbigant used his manuscript evidence, however, to sup-
port readings present in the versions rather than systematically. 50 Michaelis
and Houbigant both made only limited use of the variants that they found in
biblical manuscripts, and they had only a few manuscripts to work with, all of
them held in local libraries.
Benjamin Kennicott must be numbered among the greatest academic entrepreneurs in the his-
tory of biblical studies. He was educated at Oxford where he received his Bachelor of Arts degree
in 1747, and then became a fellow of Exeter College, a position he held until 1771. He received the
Doctor of Divinity degree from Oxford in 1761 and became a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1764,
and ultimately he was appointed a Canon of Christ Church College in 1770, a position he held un-
til his death in 1783.5 1
Kennicott first made his mark in the academic world at large by publishing
The State of the Printed Hebrew Considered: A Dissertation in Two Parts
(1753), in which he compared the text of 1 Chronicles 11 with 2 SamuelS and
23. Building upon the work of Cappel, Kennicott concluded that the received
Hebrew Bible text had suffered significant textual corruption and that a return
to the manuscripts was necessary in order to restore the pristine purity of the
text. In 1758, when the Delegates of Oxford Press "requested the several Pro-
fessors to recommend to them such works as they thought would be most ac-
ceptable to the public and which it would be most honourable for them to en-
courage the publication or', Kennicott suggested that they publish a collation
of all Hebrew manuscripts of the Old Testament held by the Bodleian Li-
brary.52 In the end Kennicott conceived of an even more ambitious project, a
ten year long campaign to analyze all of the Hebrew Bible manuscripts in the
48 Simon, Histoire critique du Vieux Testament (1678/ 1967) 91-126; Schwarzbach, Les edi-
tions de la Bible hebraique (1999) 61.
49 Michaelis, Biblia Hebraica(1720) 4f; d. Breuer, Limits (1996) 92-95.
50 Houbigant, Notae criticae(1777) lxiii-lxxxi. See also Breuer, Limits (1996) 86£, and Barthel-
emy, Critique textuelle 1 (1982) 25*-28*.
51 McKane, Benjamin Kennicott (1977) 445.
52 Ibid. 446.
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British Isles and a selection of those found in libraries on the Continent. He
funded this effort by annual subscription, and published annual reports to
chart the progress of the project. 53
In his report for 1761, Kennicott reprinted the Latin instructions for collat-
ing manuscripts, which he sent to his foreign correspondents. 54 Like Houbi-
gant, he was concerned only to identify the consonantal Hebrew text and he
too used the Bible printing edited by E. van der Hooght (1705) as his base text
and standard of comparison. 55 Kennicott described his own work pattern as
follows: a reader was to read the consonants of the van der Hooght text one
by one, while he and another assistant would follow along in the manuscript,
marking each and every variation from the consonants. 56 He specifically asked
his correspondents to note additions and omissions, transpositions, variations
(which included Qere-Ketib, alternative word divisions and spelling varia-
tions), and confusions over letters such as daleth and resh.57 Kennicott focused
his own efforts on the 144 manuscripts preserved in British libraries (as well as
early printed Hebrew Bibles) and on manuscripts lent to him for the task by
foreign owners. He only traveled abroad once, to work in the libraries of Paris
during the summer of 1767. Since Kennicott's apparatus in his Vetus Testamen-
tum Hebraicum (1776-80) contained references to 615 biblical manuscripts
and 52 printings of the entire Hebrew Bible or parts of the Bible, the success
of his venture lay to a large extent in the hands of his foreign correspondents
and patrons. 58
Kennicott's accounts of his foreign collaborators and patrons, and their successes and setbacks
still makes exciting reading centuries later. He enlisted the support of fellow scholars, English dip-
lomats, noblemen and merchants, foreign royalty and nobles and even several Catholic cardinals
to implement his project. Occasionally foreign libraries such as the Escorial Library in Madrid
were willing to send manuscripts to England, so that Kennicott could examine them personally.r"
Most of the time, however, he had to rely upon foreign colleagues, following the instructions that
he sent them, to collate manuscripts for him. Paul jacob Bruns was ultimately responsible for col-
lating almost half of the manuscripts in Kennicott's survey.t" The most important centers of activ-
ity were Rome, Florence, and Paris, and Kennicott's reports of the cooperation he received from
dignitaries and scholars in these places there were full of praise. At other times, as happened in
Bern, he related how his colleagues gained access to manuscripts only after the intervention of local
English diplomats." On occasion Kennicott failed to gain access at all to manuscripts, as when he
tried to arrange for an examination of the Aleppo Codex/"
Kennicott, as noted, published the results of his massive survey in his Vetus
Testamentum Hebraicum (1776-1780). For each book of the Bible he printed
53 Kennicott, The Ten Annual Accounts of the Collation of Hebrew MSS (1770). The base text
was a descendent ofJacob ben Hayyim's Mikra'otgedolot (1524-1525). See Roberts, The Old Tes-
tament Text and Versions (1951) 89.
54 Kennicot, Ten Annual Accounts (1770) 35-43.
55 Darlow / Moule, Historical Catalogue of the Printed Editions of Holy Scripture (1903)
718.
56 McKane, Kennicott (1977) 451.
57 Ibid. 451, and Kennicot, Ten Annual Accounts (1770) 36-40.
58 Roberts, Old Testament Text and Versions (1951) 77.
59 Kennicot, Ten Annual Accounts (1770) 60 (1763 report).
60 McKane, Kennicott (1977)448, andADB 3, 450f.
61 Kennicot, Ten Annual Accounts (1770) 75 (1764).
62 Ibid. 76 (1764).
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the unpointed consonantal text of the van der Hooght edition, and listed var-
iations from that text at the foot of the page together with the numbers of the
manuscripts where the variation could be found. In the Pentateuch Kennicott
printed variants from the Samaritan Pentateuch using the text printed in the
London Polyglot Bible, with its own list of manuscript variants noted sepa-
rately/" At the end of each biblical book Kennicott provided a list of the
manuscripts (by identifying number) that he consulted in creating the textual
apparatus for the book. He did not publish the key for identifying number
with manuscript until 1780, which evoked harsh criticism from many of his
readers.
By the time that Kennicott finally published the key to manuscripts in vo-
lume 2 of his Vetus Testamentum, both the strengths and the weaknesses of his
method had begun to emerge. He had sought to collate variations in the conso-
nantal Hebrew text, and systematically done so in his own part of the massive
project (Kenn, Mss 1-144). But he admitted that his co-worker Bruns had only
partially collated the manuscripts that he had studied, rather than reporting
on all of the variants.I'" Kennicott also collated a number of printed Hebrew
Bibles or individual Bible books, whose variants were given equal authority
within his apparatus (especially Kenn. Mss 255-300). Some of his "witnesses"
were fragmentary, including biblical quotations from Jewish prayer books and
halakhic works, masoretic lists of variants, and even collations of biblical
manuscripts published by other scholars such as Michaelis.T While Kennicott
had amassed an astounding number of textual variants, his textual witnesses
were for the most part not fully analyzed even by his own standards.
Kennicott's Vetus Testamentum Hebraicum met with a very mixed response when it was pub-
lished. Even before the first volume appeared Ignatius Dumay, a former assistant of Kennicott
himself, had published an attack on his former employer in 1770, accusing him of both sloppy
scholarship and using error-ridden Hebrew manuscripts. 66 Fellow scholars on the Continent, nota-
bly Johann David Michaelis and his one-time co-worker Bruns, also harshly criticized him.6 7 At
the other end of the theological spectrum, Kennicott's work was roundly criticized by conservative
English churchmen.I" Interestingly, his quest to discover the true Hebrew Bible text (the conso-
nantal text) also evoked criticism from some Jewish scholars, most famously from Moses Mendels-
sohn. Kennicott's search for the true Hebrew consonantal text was necessarily a rejection of the re-
ceived masoretic text, its vocalization and paratextual elements being seen as rabbinic additions to
the text, which they were.6 9
Kennicott's pioneering survey of Hebrew biblical manuscripts and his im-
pressive harvest of variants from them and from printed Bibles inspired his
63 See Schwarzbach, Les editions (1999) 66, for a photograph illustrating Kennicott's layout.
64 BENJAMINKENNICOTI,Dissertatio generalis in Vetus Testamentum Hebraicum cum variis lectio-
nibus ex codicibus manuseriptis et impressis, in: Vetus Testamentum Hebraicum (1780) 70 (separately
paginated ).
65 Kenn. nos. 669, 684 were both taken from articles by JOHANNDAVIDMICHAELISin his Orien-
talische und exegetische Bibliothek, parts 2, 4, and 6 (1772-1774). Kennicott, Dissertatio, 108f.
(Mss 669, 684).
66 Ruderman, Jewish Enlightenment (2000) 49-54.
67 Barthelemy, Critique textuelle 1 (1982) 34*-37*.
68 Ruderman, Jewish Enlightenment (2000) 32-44.
69 Ibid. 23-56, and Breuer, Limits (1996) 121-24.
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younger contemporary Giovanni Bernardo de Rossi to expand and improve
upon his work. De Rossi was appointed Professor of Hebrew at the newly
founded University of Parma in 1770, and was one of the most diligent collec-
tors of Hebraica of his day. His own textual apparatus would list 413 biblical
manuscripts and 159 printed Bibles from his own Iibrary.i" Kennicott had been
aware of De Rossi's collection, but had not made any effort to collate his
manuscripts.
In early 1782, less than two years after Kennicott's collection was finally
published, De Rossi published a prospectus outlining his plans for his more
audacious text-critical project. His proposed four volume Variae lectiones Ve-
teris Testamenti would incorporate references from over 1200 sources. These
included Bible manuscripts and editions reflected in Kennicott's apparatus, to-
gether with sources from his own library, other manuscripts from the continent
and another 16 manuscripts of the Samaritan Pentateuch. In addition, De Ros-
si's work would include references to the Septuagint, Vulgate, the Targums
and other ancient versions, and even some reference to the biblical pointing on
occasion.
De Rossi's four-volume collection appeared between 1784 and 1786, and he
published a fifth supplementary volume in 1793. He included a list of the
manuscripts and printed Bibles he consulted in the first volume, and lists of
newly discovered sources in subsequent volumes. Unlike Kennicott, he did not
include a complete Hebrew Bible text, but only discussions of individual var-
iants that occurred within individual biblical books arranged in verse order.
His textual notes in their own way are just as diffuse and uncritical as Kenni-
cott's were. For example, in Num 1:20 he discussed a variant, gave its Latin
translation, and then a dizzying number of manuscript references, noting its
occurrence in Kennicott's manuscripts and his own, the Targum and several
Jewish authors. In his note to a variant in Num 1:42 De Rossi referred to the
Samaritan Targum, to the Septuagint, to the Vulgate, and to the Arabic, to a
version of the Targum and to Houbigant's critical notes."! De Rossi's collation
was not only a guide to the Hebrew consonantal text, but a work of textual cri-
ticism.
De Rossi's Variae lectiones received even greater praise than Kennicott's work, most notably
from Johann David Michaelis. Yet in some respects De Rossi's work proved to be a dead end for
textual criticism. Johann Gottfried Eichhorn noted that the Hebrew manuscript tradition was of
no help in resolving the most difficult text-critical problems. While Kennicott and De Rossi noted
the existence of a plethora of textual variations, neither scholar attempted to evaluate the quality
of the medieval manuscripts that they collated, counting rather than 'weighing' the value of the tex-
tual witnesses in their works. GOSHEN-GOTfSTEINconcluded "almost all our evidence from medie-
val [biblical] manuscripts would be explicable as a secondary development from a common arche-
type and practically all of it as belonging to one rescension'Y''
While Kennicott and De Rossi continue to occupy a small place within the
field of textual criticism, particularly in the apparatus of the various editions
70 Barthelemy, Critique textuelle 1 (1982) *38.
71 De Rossi, Variae lectiones Veteris Testamenti 2 (1785) l.
72 Goshen-Gottstein, Hebrew Biblical Manuscripts (1967) 277f, 285 f.
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of the BibliaHebraica,they are seldom cited in the literature.i" Their quest for
the true Hebrew Bible text provided them not with a path back to the auto-
graphs, but to the Masoretic type of Hebrew text, which became the predomi-
nant form of the biblical text after 100 CE. 74
5. Conclusion
Christian Hebraists of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were largely
conservative in their outlook. For all of their importance in the development of
biblical studies, Louis Cappel, Albert Schultens and even Benjamin Kennicott
were all unrepresentative of their peers. The Hebraist contemporaries of Cap-
pel and Schultens, and even to some extent Kennicott, criticized them not only
for their audacity as would-be improvers of the holy text, but also on scholarly
grounds, usually citing one or both of the Buxtorfs. Most Christian Hebraists
of this era were theologians by training who looked to Jewish literature as a
means to satisfy theological concerns, and whose primary interest was inter-
pretation of the biblical text. 75 Yet it would be unfair to consign the Buxtorfs
and the many scholars within Lutheran and Reformed Orthodoxy who em-
ployed a form of comparative Semitics during this period to what MANUEL
termed the "cemetery of Baroque learning".76 If Cappel, Schultens and Kenni-
cott all sought to understand the biblical text as an historical artifact whose
wording and language had experienced changes over time, they had all been
educated in the intricacies of the traditional Hebrew Bible text and the biblical
languages by the Buxtorfs and their successors, and they built their new cri-
tiques partially upon insights gleaned from such works. Despite the claims of
their detractors, Cappel, Schultens and Kennicott all maintained a fairly con-
servative view of the biblical text. They believed that although the present co-
pies of the Hebrew Bible were either corrupt textually or imperfectly under-
stood for a lack of proper comparison with Arabic or other Semitic languages,
the biblical autographs themselves had been both perspicuous and without er-
ror. Christian Hebraists of this era focused upon the received text and its lin-
guistic features, creating a philological apparatus of reference works that
would serve biblical scholars until well into the nineteenth century.i/
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